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            an equivalent hearing, under IRC 6330. See Chapter 9 
            (Taxpayer Rights) of IRM 5.1, General Handbook. 
         2. Notices of levy can also be appealed under the Collection 
            Appeals Program (CAP), regardless of whether the taxpayer 
            can appeal under IRC 6330. CAP was created to give 
            taxpayers a chance for administrative review that is 
            independent from the Collection function. See Chapter 9 
            (Taxpayer Rights) of IRM 5.1, General Handbook. 
 
 
5.11.1.1.4  (11-05-1999) 
       Taxpayer Advocate Cases 
 



Levy Handbook Consolidated 3                  if less than $100,000 is owed. If at least $100,000                  is owed, no interest is charged for ten business                  days. These changes did NOT affect the ten day notice                  and demand period before issuing a levy.          3. In addition, the taxpayer must be given a notice of             intention to levy. The taxpayer has thirty days to pay the 
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                 process in 3.6 does not apply. However, the taxpayer 
                 can still discuss the levy with the group manager, 
                 the Taxpayer Advocate, or the Appeals Officer. If 
                 possible, consult with Counsel before the levy is 
                 served. 
               o If the notice requirements in 1.2.1 have not been 



L d Handbook Consolidated 23  5.11.1.3.10  (08-18-2000)        Refund Litigation           1. Responsibility for refund litigation depends on who is             suing and the type of tax involved.               A. Special Procedures is responsible for refund                  litigation if 
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5.11.1.3.11  (11-05-1999) 
       Due Process for Lien Filing 
 
         1. Generally, within five business days after a Notice of 
            Federal Tax Lien (NFTL) is filed, Letter 3172(DO) is sent 
            to taxpayers to tell them about the NFTL and allow them a 
            chance for a Collection Due Process appeal about the lien. 
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             Retirement Income 
             Social Security Income 
             All Other Types, unless listed in III, below 
        B.  Notice to Exhibit Books and Records, Form 2270 
       II. Suggested local delegations to GS-5 ACS/CSf/FSU 
       employees, Revenue Officers, Fuel Compliance Officers, and 
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                 payment. Now, there is authority to correct the 
                 error, and return the money. 
         4. The taxpayer can file a claim up to nine months after the 
            levy. 
            NOTE: 
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               o Chief, Automated Collection Branch 
               o Chief, Customer Service Branch 
         3. The authority may not be redelegated any further. 
 
 
5.11.2.3.5  (11-05-1999) 
       Getting the Money Refunded 
 
         1. See Chapter 15 of IRM 5.1 General for procedures to get a 
            manual refund issued to the taxpayer. 
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         1. The forms and letters that are needed depend on the timing 
            of the jeopardy levy. In addition to notice of levy and 
            lien forms, the Forms and Pattern Letters needed for 
            jeopardy levies are: 
 
       If                 And                Then 
                                             1. IMMEDIATE NOTICE AND 
                                             DEMAND (Altered Form 
                                             3552). 2. PATTERN 
                                             LETTER 2439 WITH INSERT 
                          The notice and     (a) IN THE FIRST 
       Tax has been       demand normally    PARAGRAPH. 3. PATTERN 
       assessed.          required by IRC    LETTER 2438. 
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            certified mail to the last known address. If a field visit 
            to deliver the form reveals the address is not good, check 
            IDRS for a new one. 
         2. When the immediate notice and demand is issued, or if it 
            is not required: 
               o File a Notice of Federal Tax Lien, and 
               o Serve the Notices of Levy. 
         3. Include a Pattern Letter 2438(P) with each notice of levy. 
            This letter asks the person who gets the levy to delay 
            sending payment for 45 days. This allows time to see if 
            the taxpayer appeals. If the taxpayer successfully 
            appeals, the levy can be released rather than issuing a 
            manual refund. 
         4. The taxpayer must be told the reason collection is in 
            jeopardy. Pattern Letter 2439(P) does this. Avoid saying 
            anything in the letter that could identify a confidential 
            informant. 
 
                 If                             Then 
 
       Form 3552 is required.  Give the taxpayer Pattern Letter 
                               2439(P) at the same time. 
 
       Form 3552 is not        Give Pattern Letter 2439(P) to the 
       required.               taxpayer within five days of serving 
                               the jeopardy levy. 
      * Try to give the Pattern Letter to the taxpayer in person. If 
       personal delivery is not practical, send it to the taxpayer's 
       last known address by certified mail with a return receipt. See 
       1.2.2.2:(5) & 1.2.2.3:(4) . If a field visit to deliver the 
       letter reveals the address is not good, check IDRS for a new 
       one. 
 
       NOTE: 
            For joint IMF returns, try to deliver Pattern Letters 
            2439(P) to each taxpayer in person. Also, if an immediate 
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       Reimbursing Bank Charges Because of Erroneous Levies 
 
         1. Policy Statement P-5-39 says taxpayers will be reimbursed 
            for bank charges caused by erroneous levies. 
               o The Service must have caused the error. 
               o Taxpayers must not have contributed to continuing or 
                 compounding the error. 
               o Before the levy, taxpayers must have responded timely 
                 to contacts and given information requested to 
                 establish their position. 
            EXAMPLE: 
                 The taxpayer paid the amount owed, but the payment 
                 was not posted timely. 
            EXAMPLE: 
                 An installment agreement was made, but it was not 
                 loaded on IDRS timely. 
         2. Reimburse the taxpayer for fees the bank charged for 
               o processing the levy and 
               o bad check charges directly caused by the levy. 
            REMINDER: 
                 See IRM 5.1 General for Reimbursement of Bank Charges 
                 Due to Service LosDue to&>jn �oun2Geneacseme    o Tavy and 
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            EXAMPLE: 
                 A levy is served to take an author's royalties. The 
                 author has a fixed and determinable right to 
                 royalties for books that have already been published. 
                 The levy reaches royalties for sales of those books 
                 in the future. The levy does not reach royalties for 
                 books that are written and published later. A new 
                 levy must be served to take those royalties. 
         3. Also, see 6.11.1 when a levy is served on a non-liable 
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       Claiming the Exempt Amount 
 
         1. The Notice of Levy on Wages, Salary, and Other Income 
            includes a Statement of Exemptions and Filing Status. The 
            employer gives this to the taxpayer to complete and return 
            within three days. If it is not received by then, the 
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            but has not opted to do so, the levy attaches that right. 
         4. Use discretion before levying retirement income. 
         5. A levy served while the taxpayer is receiving periodic 
            payments reaches payments due then, as well as payments as 
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                 the plan. Without a new levy, though, only $10,000 
                 could be paid over. 
            EXAMPLE: 
                 The taxpayer has money in a plan. The terms of the 
                 plan do not allow for any lump sum withdrawal. The 
                 plan provides a right in the future to receive 
                 monthly payments, but the taxpayer has not paid into 
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                      is not levied, no exempt amount is subtracted 
                      from the $250 that the levy attaches. The 
                      employer should send a weekly check of $250. The 
                      $240.48 exempt amount has been accounted for by 
                      the other $250 that is not attached. 
                 EXAMPLE: 
                      Take the same facts as the prior example, but 
                      the person claims four exemptions, so the weekly 
                      exempt amount is $344.23. Because this is more 
                      than the $250 that is not attached, the person 
                      needs to be allowed an additional exempt amount 
                      from the $250 that is attached. This is figured. 
 
                              $344.23 Exempt from Levy 
                             -$250.00 Not Attached by the Levy 
                              $ 94.23 Additional Exempt Amount to be 
                      Allowed 
                      The employer, then, figures: 
                              $250.00 Attached by the Levy 
                             -$ 94.23 Ad-2wXonao Exn6'bempt Awmouunt 
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Section 7 -- Automated Levy Programs 
 
 
5.11.7.1  (07-21-2000) 
       State Income Tax Levy Program 
 
 
5.11.7.1.1  (07-21-2000) 
       Background Legal Authority 
 
         1. The State Income Tax Levy Program (SITLP) matches a 
            database of delinquent taxpayers against a database of 
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            entire entity from the SITLP levy. A TC 470, taxpayer 
            claim pending, would only exclude the specific tax periods 
            affected by the TC 470). 
         4. When matches occur, the state agency forwards the levy 
            proceeds and a corresponding data cartridge to the Service 
            for processing. At that time, the proceeds are applied to 
            delinquent modules. A second review is conducted at the 
            service center to determine whether exclusion criteria are 
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                 release the levy. 
 
 
5.11.7.2.6.1  (10-27-2000) 
       Emergency Release of FPLP Levy 
 
         1. Situations will arise when a FPLP levy must be released 
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       TC 500 -- Military Deferment 
       TC 520 -- IRS Litigation Instituted 






